Introduction {#sec1}
============

It is now well established that DNA can adopt other conformations than the double helix first predicted by Watson and Crick.^[@ref1]^ Among these noncanonical DNA structures are stem-loop motifs that are involved in several biological functions.^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^ Hence, targeted modulation of their properties have significant diagnostic and therapeutic potential. Besides a variety of compounds, such as the natural product Clerocidin,^[@ref6]^ nucleic acid oligonucleotides (ODNs) can also be used to target noncanonical DNA structures and RNA molecules. This latter approach is very selective since ODNs offer single-base specificity.^[@ref7]^ Chemically modified ODN's, which show higher resistance to nucleases, are also used^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ due to their availability, resistance to degradation in serum and low cytotoxic effect; however, unaltered DNA still remains a primary choice. There are several reported strategies wherein ODNs have been applied as modulators of gene expression. Since 1978, when Zamecnik and Stephenson used short synthetic oligonuceotides to modulate gene expression for the first time,^[@ref11]^ the antisense strategy has been studied extensively.^[@ref12]−[@ref16]^ This approach predicts that binding of an ODN to mRNA yields a DNA/RNA duplex that sterically hinders the translation machinery or induces the cleavage of mRNA by RNase H.^[@ref17]^ The success of the strategy depends on several factors such as in vitro stability, membrane passage of ODNs, most critically on the sequence, structure and energetics of the ODNs. Poorly planned ODN sequences may target a very stable region in mRNA which does not permit the ODN to hybridize, thus strongly inhibiting its antisense activity.^[@ref18]^ The unfolding of mRNA tertiary and secondary structure requires energy, which is provided by formation of an ODN/RNA complex. The energy needed for unfolding the target region should be as low as possible, and the energy released from binding the ODN to mRNA should be as high as possible for antisense drugs to achieve maximum effect. This means that along with identifying and avoiding stable mRNA regions, special emphasis should be placed on the stability of the antisense ODN/RNA complex.^[@ref19]^ On the basis of this rationale, the loops of mRNA appear perfect candidates for targeting reactions since their unpaired bases are able to form additional base-pair stacks in the duplex products. The energy released from these interactions is able to overcome the energy needed to unfold the intramolecular structure of either the target or reactant.^[@ref20]^ The energy needed to unfold DNA/DNA, RNA/RNA and RNA/DNA duplexes is often predicted by nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters (N--N).^[@ref21]−[@ref27]^ Comparison of DNA/DNA N--N^[@ref21]−[@ref23]^ to DNA/RNA N--N^[@ref24]−[@ref27]^ shows a high degree of similarity between the two duplexes. Therefore, it is suitable to mimic the targeting of RNA with DNA by using DNA instead of RNA as a target.

Our laboratory has a long record of using carefully planned sequences of DNA oligonucleotides to mimic RNA structures. We have examined the thermodynamic properties of several single stranded DNA complexes, including three-way junctions, hairpins, and pseudoknots.^[@ref28]−[@ref33]^ Subsequently, we targeted intramolecular DNA complexes with their complementary strands, and showed that single strands are able to disrupt the intramolecular complex and form stable duplex products.^[@ref20]^ In the current study, we focused on finding the best strategy to target hairpins in mRNA by varying the number of thymines in the internal loop of these motifs. To this end, we used a combination of isothermal titration (ITC) and differential scanning (DSC) calorimetry to determine thermodynamic profiles for the reaction of hairpins containing internal loops with their partially complementary strands. The results show that all reactions yielded favorable free energies in enthalpy driven processes. In these reactions, the single strand is able to invade and disrupt the hairpin to form a duplex product. Notably, the reaction free energies can be made more favorable by increasing the number of targeted bases within the loops.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Materials {#sec2.1}
---------

The oligonucleotides (ODNs) and their designations (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}): d(GCGCTGTAACT~5~GTTACTGCGC), **IL-2**; d(GCGCT~3~GTAACT~5~GTTACT~3~GCGC), **IL-6**; d(GCGCT~5~GTAACT~5~GTTACT~5~GCGC), **IL-10**; d(AAGTTACAGCGC), **IL-2c**; d(AAGTTACA~3~GCGC), **IL-6c**; d(AAGTTACA~5~GCGC), **IL-10c** were synthesized by the Core Synthetic Facility of the Eppley Research Institute at UNMC, HPLC purified, and desalted by column chromatography using G-10 Sephadex exclusion chromatography. The concentrations in buffer solutions were determined spectrophotometrically at 25 °C using procedures reported previously.^[@ref28]^ Molar extinction coefficients for the single strands were estimated from the nearest-neighbor data of Cantor et al.^[@ref34]^ The results are listed as follows, in mM^--1^ cm^--1^ units: 221.9 (**IL-2**), 254.3 (**IL-6**), 286.7 (**IL-10**), 120.3 (**IL-2c**), 144.3 (**IL-6c**) and 168.3 (**IL-10c**). The extinction coefficients of 1:1 mixture of the ODN and complementary strands of Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"} were calculated in the same way and the results are as follows, in mM^--1^ cm^--1^ units: 342.2 (**IL-2dup**), 398.6 (**IL-6dup**) and 455 (**IL-10dup**). Inorganic salts from Sigma were reagent grade, and used without further purification. Typical measurements were made in a buffer solution containing of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7.0. All oligonucleotide solutions were prepared by dissolving the dry and desalted ODNs in buffer, and then heating the solution to 90 °C for 5 min and cooling to room temperature over a period of 25 min.

![Investigated Targeting Reactions, Sequences, and Designations of Oligonucleotides](jp-2014-10131c_0004){#sch1}

### Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) {#sec2.1.1}

Buffer solution containing DNA hairpin was added stepwise to a buffer solution containing the complementary strand, and the reaction heat was measured by using the *i*TC~200~ titration calorimeter from GE Healthcare, Microcal (Piscataway, NJ). A 40 μL syringe was used to inject the titrant (DNA hairpin); mixing was achieved by stirring this syringe at 1000 rpm; the temperature was kept constant at 20 °C. The complementary strand in the reaction cell (*C*~**IL-2c**~ = 80 μM, *C*~**IL-6c**~ = 80 μM, *C*~**IL-10c**~ = 32 μM) was titrated by 6 injections of 0.6--1.8 μL of titrant (*C*~**IL-2**~ = 80 μM, *C*~**IL-6**~ = 80 μM, *C*~**IL-10**~ = 40 μM). The enthalpy changes accompanying targeting reactions, Δ*H*~ITC~, were obtained from the area under the measured peaks, corrected for the dilution heat of the titrant, and normalized by the moles of titrant added.^[@ref35]^ Results from six injections were collected and averaged yielding *H*~ITC~ for each targeting reaction.

To measure heat capacity effects, Δ*C*~*p*~, we titrated each complementary strand at different temperatures (10--40 °C). The Δ*C*~*p*~ effects are obtained from the slopes of the Δ*H*~ITC~ versus temperature plots, where Δ*H*~ITC,*T*~ is the reaction enthalpy at a given temperature *T*. All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M NaCl.

### UV Melting Experiments {#sec2.1.2}

Absorbance versus temperature profiles of DNA samples were measured at 260 nm with the Aviv 14DS UV--vis spectrophotometer (Lakewood, NJ), which is equipped with a thermoelectric temperature controller. Changes in absorbance were monitored between 10 and 95 °C at a heating rate of 0.6 °C/min. Shape analysis of the melting curves and using standard procedures yielded transition temperatures (*T*~M~s) and van't Hoff enthalpies.^[@ref36]^ The transition molecularity for the unfolding of a hairpin or duplex was obtained by monitoring *T*~M~ as a function of strand concentration. Intramolecular hairpins show a *T*~M~ independent of strand concentration, whereas the *T*~M~ values of the bimolecular duplexes depend on strand concentration.^[@ref33]^ These *T*~M~-dependences were used to estimate *T*~M~ values of duplex products at the concentrations used in the DSC experiments, and of the duplexes formed in the ITC titrations.

### Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) {#sec2.1.3}

The VP-DSC differential scanning calorimeter from GE Healthcare, Microcal (Piscataway, NJ) was used to measure the heat associated with thermally induced unfolding of oligonucleotides (products and reagents of investigated targeting reactions). All scans were performed in the temperature range of 1--95 °C, using a heating rate of 0.75 °C/min. Analysis of the resulting thermograms yielded *T*~M~ values, and standard thermodynamic profiles, Δ*H*~cal~, Δ*S*~cal~ and Δ*G*°~*T*~. These parameters are obtained using the following relationships:^[@ref33]^ Δ*H*~cal~ = ∫Δ*C*~*p*~(*T*) d*T* and Δ*S*~cal~ = ∫Δ*C*^*a*^~*p*~(*T*)/*T* d*T*, where Δ*C*^*a*^~*p*~(*T*) represents the anomalous heat capacity during the transition. The Gibbs free energy at any temperature, Δ*G*°~*T*~, is calculated with the Gibbs equation: Δ*G*°~*T*~ = Δ*H*~cal~ -- *T*Δ*S*~cal~. Alternatively, Δ*G*°~*T*~ can be calculated using the equation Δ*G*°~*T*~ = Δ*H*~cal~(1 - *T*/*T*~M~) for intramolecular transitions. DSC curves were recorded at several NaCl concentrations of 0, 0.1 M, and 0.2 M to determine indirectly whether unfolding of oligonucleotides is accompanied by changes in heat capacity (Δ*C*~*p*~). Δ*C*~*p*~ values upon unfolding of products and reactants (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}) were calculated from the Δ*H*~cal~ versus *T*~M~ plots.^[@ref37]^ These Δ*C*~*p*~ effects allow us to estimate folding/unfolding enthalpies at any temperature using the standard thermodynamic relationship: Δ*H*(*T*~2~) = Δ*H*(*T*~M~) -- Δ*C*~*p*~(*T*~M~ -- *T*~2~).

### Overall Experimental Approach {#sec2.1.4}

To better understand the targeting reactions under investigation (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}), the thermodynamic data obtained from ITC experiments were compared to the data obtained from DSC. First ITC was used to measure directly the enthalpy of reacting particular DNA structures with their complementary strands (Δ*H*~ITC~). In the next step DSC was used to follow the unfolding of reactants and products of a given targeting reaction. DSC experiments were carried out at different salt concentrations to estimate the change in heat capacity upon unfolding of reactants and products. Kirchhoff's law was used to obtain the unfolding enthalpies at the temperature of each ITC experiment (20 °C), which according to the Hess's law of constant heat summation (see Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}) can be used to calculate the enthalpy of each targeting reaction (Δ*H*~HC_20~) and compare it to ITC data. Furthermore, we performed UV melting experiments of each duplex as a function of strand concentrations to establish the optimum temperature ranges for formation of a 100% duplex, where ITC experiments can be performed.

![Cartoon of the Targeting Reaction Investigated by ITC and DSC: (a) Formation of Duplex Product When the Complementary Strand Is Targeted with a Hairpin or Vice Versa; (b) Example of a Hess Cycle\
Subtracting the DSC unfolding enthalpy of products from reactants yields the ITC targeting reaction which can be compared to the reaction shown in part a.](jp-2014-10131c_0005){#sch2}

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

All targeting reactions yielded exothermic heats {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------

We have used ITC to measure the heats for each targeting reaction of Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the ITC titrations at 20 °C for the reaction of each hairpin with their respective complementary strand. The hairpin solution was placed in the syringe and the reaction cell was filled with its complementary strand solution. The average of six injections yielded exothermic heats that correspond to Δ*H*~ITC~ values of −4.4, −14.9 and −49.9 kcal/mol for the formation of **IL-2dup**, **IL-6dup** and **IL-10dup**, respectively. These values result from the net balance of endothermic and exothermic contributions. Endothermic contributions result from disruption of both hairpin base-pair stacks and base--base stacking of the complementary strands, which are completely overridden by exothermic contributions due to the formation of base-pair stacks of the duplex product.

We have also carried out ITC experiments at different temperatures. The results of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} show similar Δ*H*~ITC~ values, indicating the absence of heat capacity effect i.e, Δ*C*~*p*~ = 0.

We used DNA nearest neighbor parameters to predict the unfolding enthalpy of the hairpin reactants and duplex products. Complementary base-pair stacking contributions were calculated according to methods described previously.^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ The contributions of the loop thymines were also taken into account by only including the base pairs adjacent to stems as T·T mismatches.^[@ref40]^ We obtained enthalpies of 81, 79 and 78 kcal/mol for the formation of **IL-2**, **IL-6**, and **IL-10**, respectively, and 91, 107 and 123 kcal/mol for the formation of **IL-2dup**, **IL-6dup**, and **IL-10-dup**, respectively. Using Hess cycles, we predict Δ*H* values of −10, −27 and −45 kcal/mol for the formation of **IL-2dup**, **IL-6dup**, and **IL-10-dup**, respectively (Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}). Comparison of the predicted values with the experimentally measured Δ*H*~ITC~ values shows a discrepancy of 8 kcal/mol on average. We suggest that the reasons for this discrepancy are as follows: (1) heat capacity effects were not included in the N--N enthalpies, (2) the actual percentage of duplex formation, which might be lower than 100%, and (3) the contributions from single strand base--base stacking of partially complementary strands. These contributions will be discussed in later sections.

![ITC titrations of partially complementary strands with hairpins in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 0.1 M NaCl, at pH 7.0. (a) Raw data for titrations under unsaturated condition and (b) the resulting Δ*H*~ITC~ values for formation of **IL-2** duplex (●), **IL-6** duplex (■), and **IL-10** duplex (▲) (c) Temperature dependence of Δ*H*~ITC~ values for formation of **IL-2** duplex (●), **IL-6** duplex (■), and **IL-10** duplex (▲).](jp-2014-10131c_0008){#fig1}

The products **IL-6dup** and **IL-10dup** unfolded in monophasic transition, but the UV melting curve for **IL-2** shows two transitions. The first one with *T*~M~ = 51 °C corresponds to unfolding of the duplex and the second one with *T*~M~ = 68 °C corresponds to the unfolding of the hairpin. All three curves show a hyperchromic effect, which increases with increasing the size of the duplex from 13% (**IL-2dup**) to 19% (**IL-10dup**). The *T*~M~ values of the transition of each duplex follow the order 50 °C (**IL-2**) \< 54.8 °C (**IL-10**) \< 56.6 °C (**IL-6**) and correspond to more base-pair stacking. In contrast to hairpin unfolding, the unfolding of each duplex at different concentrations yields different *T*~M~ values for the transitions (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). This result raises a question: is the formation of duplexes complete at the concentration and temperature used in ITC experiments? We used the *T*~M~ dependences on strand concentration to determine the actual *T*~M~ of a given duplex at the concentration used in the ITC experiments.

UV and DSC Unfolding {#sec3.2}
--------------------

Typical UV melting curves are shown in the left panels of Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The sigmoidal shapes of UV melting curves suggest that all three hairpins unfold cooperatively, indicating a monophasic nature of unfolding. The helix--coil transitions are accompanied by a hyperchromic effect which ranges from 11% (**IL-6**) to 19% (**IL-2**). Increasing the internal loop or lowering the percentage of GC base pairs in hairpins results in drop of the *T*~M~ of the transition; 68.2 °C (**IL-2**) \> 57.6 °C (**IL-6**) \> 50.4 °C (**IL-10**). Even 10-fold increase in oligonucleotide strand concentration fails to change the *T*~M~ values of the transitions (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} -- right panels), suggesting intramolecular unfolding.^[@ref36]^

![Left panels show normalized UV melting curves at 260 nm for the duplexes (full line) and hairpins (dashed line). Right panels show the changes in *T*~M~ when the concentration of duplex (full line) or hairpin (dashed line) is increased. All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M NaCl.](jp-2014-10131c_0009){#fig2}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the DSC unfolding curves of the reactants and products of each reaction, and Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} has the standard thermodynamic profiles for the unfolding of each reactant and product. **IL-2**, **IL-6**, **IL-6dup**, **IL-10**, and **IL-10dup** show clear monophasic transitions whereas **IL-2dup** shows two transitions. The first and smaller transition occurs at *T*~M~ of 57.5 °C and the second one occurs at *T*~M~ of 69.9 °C. Comparison of these values with the ones obtained from the UV melting curve shows that the *T*~M~ of the first peak changes by 6 °C and *T*~M~ of the second peak is about the same. The duplex concentration in the DSC experiment is about 20 times higher than the one in the UV melt, which suggests that the *T*~M~ of the structure that is unfolding first is concentration dependent. This indicates that the first transition corresponds to the unfolding of a bimolecular duplex while the second transition corresponds to unfolding of an intramolecular hairpin. The magnitude of the DSC peak that corresponds to the unfolding of **IL-2dup** appears be too low to represent unfolding of a duplex because this peak results from two processes---unfolding of duplex and formation of hairpins. Since energy is needed to break base-pair stacking and energy is released upon formation of new bonds, the magnitude of the first peak is much lower than expected. The reason for having two transitions in DSC thermogram is the lower stability of **IL-2dup** relative to **IL-2**. If we compare the *T*~M~ values of the other duplexes and hairpins (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), we can see that in the case of **IL-6** the *T*~M~ of duplex is approximately the same as *T*~M~ of hairpin and in the case of **IL-10** the *T*~M~ of duplex is higher than the *T*~M~ of hairpin.

The product duplexes yielded enthalpies of 87.8 (**IL-2dup**), 110.2 (**IL-6dup**), and 139.6 kcal/mol (**IL-10dup**). These enthalpies are in good agreement with those estimated from nearest-neighbor parameters, 91 (**IL-2dup**), 107 (**IL-6dup**), and 123 kcal/mol (**IL-10dup**) without the heat contributions from the dangling ends. The increase in stability and enthalpy of unfolding is due to the increase in the number of base-pair stacking interactions.

![DSC curves of hairpins (full lines), duplexes (dashed lines) and complementary strands (dotted lines). All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M NaCl.](jp-2014-10131c_0001){#fig3}

###### Thermodynamic Profiles for Reactants and Products of Each Targeting Reaction[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                  *T*~M~ (^o^C)   Δ*H*~cal~ (kcal/mol)   Δ*G*°~20~ (kcal/mol)   *T*Δ*S*~cal~ (kcal/mol)   Δ*C*~*p*~ (cal/°C mol)   Δ*H*~corr~ (kcal/mol)   Δ*G*°~corr~ (kcal/mol)   *T*Δ*S*~cal~ (kcal/mol)
  --------------- --------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  **IL-2**        69.1 ± 0.5      86 ± 4                 12.4 ± 0.9             74 ± 4                    970 ± 60                 39 ± 9                  8.8 ± 1.4                30 ± 10
  **IL-2dup**     57.0 ± 0.5      88 ± 4                 10.1 ± 0.5             77 ± 4                    1000 ± 60                49 ± 9                  9.4 ± 1.2                40 ± 10
  **IL**-**2c**   49.0 ± 0.5      5.0 ± 0.3              /                      /                         /                        /                       /                        /
  Reaction 2                                                                                                                                                                        
  **IL-6**        57.0 ± 0.5      82 ± 4                 9.2 ± 0.5              73 ± 4                    630 ± 30                 59 ± 6                  7.8 ± 0.9                51 ± 7
  **IL-6dup**     59.2 ± 0.5      110 ± 6                13.0 ± 0.7             97 ± 5                    650 ± 40                 85 ± 9                  11.4 ± 1.3               73 ± 10
  **IL-6c**       40.0 ± 0.5      8.5 ± 0.4              /                      /                         /                        /                       /                        /
  Reaction 3                                                                                                                                                                        
  **IL-10**       49.8 ± 0.5      76 ± 4                 7.1 ± 0.4              69 ± 3                    310 ± 70                 67 ± 9                  6.6 ± 0.7                60 ± 10
  **IL-10dup**    60.9 ± 0.5      140 ± 7                17.0 ± 0.9             112 ± 6                   290 ± 80                 130 ± 13                16.3 ± 1.4               111 ± 14
  **IL-10c**      41.0 ± 0.5      13.0 ± 0.7             /                      /                         /                        /                       /                        /

All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M NaCl. The experimental unfolding thermodynamic profiles were corrected for heat capacity effects. Experimental errors are shown in parentheses: *T*~M~ (±0.5 °C), Δ*H*~cal~ (±5%), Δ*G*°~20~ (±7%) and *T*Δ*S*~cal~ (±5%).

All three partially complementary strands showed a transition (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) with unfolding heats of 5, 8.5, and 13 kcal/mol (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), and DSC *T*~M~s of 49, 40, and 41 °C. This indicates that there are base--base stacking interactions present in the solution of these complementary strands. Before binding to the hairpins these interactions need to be disrupted and energy is needed for this process to take place. As a result the favorable enthalpy of binding, observed during the ITC experiments, will be lowered.

![DSC thermograms as a function of salt concentration used to obtain heat capacity effects. (a) Typical DSC curves of **IL-6** at different salt concentrations. (b) Heat capacity plots of **IL-2** (●), **IL-6** (■), and **IL-10** (▲) (c) Typical DSC curves of **IL-6dup** at different salt concentrations. (d) Heat capacity plots of **IL-2dup** (●), **IL-6dup** (■), and **IL-10dup** (▲). All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, at pH 7 and at total Na^+^ concentrations of 16, 56, and 116 mM.](jp-2014-10131c_0002){#fig4}

Heat Capacity Contributions {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

We did not find heat capacity effects between the initial and final states of the DSC curves for the unfolding of all products and reactants (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), i.e., Δ*C*~*p*~ = 0. The sensitivity of the VP-DSC calorimeter does not allow measurement of heat capacity effects that are within the experimental noise of the DSC baselines (40 cal/°C-mol base pair) but they may still be present. To determine whether heat capacity effects accompany the unfolding of oligonucleotides, an indirect approach was used. DSC experiments were conducted at different NaCl concentrations (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, parts a and c) and plots of Δ*H*~cal~ as a function of *T*~M~ were constructed (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, parts b and d). These plots yielded straight lines with positive slopes, which correspond to positive Δ*C*~*p*~ values for the unfolding of hairpins (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}) of 970 (**IL-2**), 630 (**IL-6**), and 310 cal/°C (**IL-10**) and also positive Δ*C*~*p*~ values for the unfolding of duplexes of 1000 (**IL-2dup**), 650 (**IL-6dup**), and 290 cal/°C (**IL-10dup**). This result shows that the unfolding of each hairpin/duplex is accompanied by an exposure of hydrophobic groups to the solvent. Nonpolar groups push away water molecules and thus bring order to the hydration shell relative to bulk water.^[@ref41]^ For instance, unfolding of **IL-10** results in the lowest change in heat capacity suggesting that the thymine bases of the internal loop are exposed to the solvent in a similar way as in random coil state. In other words, our results show that the thymine bases are not orientated toward each other (inside the internal loop) but outward--toward the solvent. On the other hand the highest change in heat capacity is upon unfolding of **IL-2**, which suggest that the helical state of **IL-2** is the most hydrophilic one, this is consistent with a fully paired stem.

One notable observation is that similar heat capacity effects accompany the unfolding of the hairpins and of the duplexes. According to the Hess cycle, this finding means that a heat capacity effect should not be present for each targeting reaction, since Δ*C*~*p*~ of hairpin and duplex cancel each other out. The results of ITC experiments indicate that Δ*H*~ITC~ values are independent of temperature thus confirming our Hess cycle prediction of a Δ*C*~*p*~ = 0 for each targeting reaction or duplex formation.

Targeting Reactions Using Hess Cycles {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------

According to the Hess law the enthalpies of targeting reaction can be calculated by subtracting the unfolding enthalpy of the duplex from that of the reactant (Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}), yielding enthalpy values, Δ*H*~HC~, of −1.5, −27.9, and −63.2 kcal/mol. When comparing these values to Δ*H*~ITC~ obtained from ITC titrations, we calculated discrepancies of 3.9 (**IL-2**), 13 (**IL-6**), and 13.3 kcal/mol (**IL-10**) (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). The unfolding enthalpies of duplex and reactant obtained from DSC correspond to *T*~M~ values and Kirchhoff's law has to be used to extrapolate them to the temperature of the ITC experiment. After correcting unfolding enthalpies of hairpins and duplexes for the heat capacity effects (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the Hess cycle yielded enthalpy values, Δ*H*~HC_20~, of −10.1, −25.9, and −60.5 kcal/mol (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). The Δ*H*~HC_20~ differ from the Δ*H*~ITC~ (in absolute values) by 5.6, 11, and 10.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Although including the heat capacity effect in our calculation accounted for some discrepancy between the data obtained from the Hess cycle and from the ITC titrations, the values are still apart by an average of 9 kcal/mol. In order to explain and resolve discrepancies in enthalpies obtained from ITC and DSC, we have to take into account the temperatures at which the targeting and unfolding reactions are followed and the behavior of complementary strands. ITC reactions reflect endothermic contributions from disruption of base-pair stacking of the hairpins and base--base stacking in the complementary strands and exothermic contributions due to the formation of base-pair stacks in the duplex product. In the DSC Hess cycles, we take into consideration the enthalpy contributions for the unfolding of hairpins and the formation of product duplex, but due to higher temperatures of unfolding of the duplexes and the absence of free complementary strands, the Hess cycle does not include potential base--base stacking interactions. DSC melting curves of each complementary single strand showed that base--base stacking interactions are present, and these could be measured. If we use the measurements to correct the enthalpies obtained from ITC experiments, the resulting enthalpy values, Δ*H*~ITC_corr~, are −9.4, −23.4, and −62.9 kcal/mol for the formation of **IL-2dup**, **IL-6dup**, and **IL-10dup**, respectively. If we compare these values to the ones obtained from Hess cycle, we can see that by taking into account both the heat capacity effect and single strand base--base stacking interactions, the average discrepancy reduces to about 2 kcal/mol. (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"})

###### Thermodynamic Profiles for the Targeting Reactions[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                          DSC         ITC                                                          
  ------------------------------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- -------------- ------------ ------------- ----------
   reaction 1: targeting of **IL-2**    --2 ± 4    --10 ± 9    --1 ± 2    --4.4 ± 0.2    --20 ± 30    --9.4 ± 0.5   --1 ± 2
   reaction 2: targeting of **IL-6**    --28 ± 5   --26 ± 8    --4 ± 2    --14.9 ± 0.7     5 ± 30      --23 ± 1     --3 ± 2
   reaction 3: targeting of **IL-10**   --63 ± 6   --61 ± 11   --10 ± 2     --50 ± 2     --120 ± 30    --63 ± 3     --10 ± 3

All experiments were carried out in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and 0.1 M NaCl. Experimental error for Δ*H*~ITC~ was estimated at ±5%.

Thermodynamic Profiles for Targeting of Hairpins {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------

To determine the free energy, Δ*G*°~ITC~, for each targeting reaction, we use the following relationship, reported earlier: Δ*G*°~ITC~ = Δ*G*°~HC~ (Δ*H*°~ITC~/Δ*H*°~HC~), where Δ*G*°~HC~ is calculated from the DSC data in a similar manner as the Δ*H*~HC~ terms, using the following relationship for each of the reactants: Δ*G*°~HC~ = Δ*H*~cal~ -- *T*Δ*S*~cal~ + Δ*C*~*p*~\[(*T* -- *T*~M~) -- *T* ln(*T*/*T*~M~)\], where *T* is the temperature of ITC titrations. Thermodynamic profiles for all targeting reactions are listed in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and shown as building blocks in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. All of the enthalpies of duplex formation are exothermic and thus favorable. According to the Hess cycle, the favorable enthalpies for formation of duplexes increase from −10.1 to −60.5 kcal/mol as the number of thymines of the internal loops rises from 2 to 10. This result is primarily due to the increase in the number of base-pairs that can be formed. ITC experiments also yield favorable enthalpy effects upon formation of duplexes that increase with the size of the duplex from −9.4 (**IL-2dup**) to −62.9 kcal/mol (**IL-10dup**). After including heat capacity effects and single strand base--base stacking interactions, the enthalpies for formation of duplexes obtained from the Hess cycle and ITC experiments are almost the same (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In terms of the overall free energy contribution at 20 °C, Δ*G*°~20~, we obtained favorable Δ*G*°~20~ terms (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}), indicating that all targeting reactions proceed spontaneously. The favorable Gibbs free energies calculated from the Hess cycle increase from −0.6 to −9.4 kcal/mol as the loop size is increased from 2 to 10 thymines. The values obtained from the Hess cycle and those obtained from ITC experiments show very good agreement (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"})

![Enthalpy and free energy for targeting reactions in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7 and 0.1 M NaCl. (a) Comparison between enthalpy values calculated from Hess cycle and corrected for heat capacity effect (solid building blocks) and enthalpy values obtained from ITC data and corrected for complementary single strand stacking interactions (hatched building blocks) (b) Comparison between free energy values calculated from Hess cycle and corrected for heat capacity effect (solid building blocks) and free energy values obtained from ITC data and corrected for complementary single strand stacking interactions (hatched building blocks).](jp-2014-10131c_0003){#fig5}

In summary, our results show that increasing the number of targeted bases in the internal loops of hairpins results in more favorable targeting reactions with complementary strands, which should be taken into consideration when the antisense approach is used to modulate gene expression. These targeting reactions are effectively enthalpy driven due to release of heat from product formation.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

The antisense strategy uses short synthetic oligonuceotides to modulate gene expression. Designing oligonucleotides to target loops of mRNA appears to be a promising approach because the unpaired bases are able to form additional base-pair stacks in the duplex products. Formation of additional base-pair stacks releases energy, needed to unfold the intramolecular structure of either the target or reactant. We have mimicked the targeting of RNA by using DNA instead of RNA as a target, which is known to be a good model system. Three stem-loop DNA molecules with increasing number of thymines in the internal loop and an end loop of five thymines were designed and targeted with partially complementary DNA single strands. Thermodynamic profiles for these targeting reactions were obtained by combining experimental data obtained from ITC, UV-spectroscopy and DSC. ITC was used to measure reaction enthalpies directly, whereas DSC unfolding enthalpies were used to create Hess cycle to calculate reaction enthalpies indirectly. The values obtained from the Hess cycles and those obtained from ITC experiments are in good agreement, and revealed that interaction of DNA intramolecular complexes with complementary strands is favorable and enthalpy driven. The favorable enthalpy of targeting reactions results from stronger exothermic contribution of additional base-pair stacks formed in the duplex products relative to endothermic contributions from the disruption of both base-pair stacks of the hairpins and base--base stacking interactions of the single strands. This occurs due to unpaired bases in the internal loops forming additional base pairs and base-pair stacks upon reaction with complementary sequences, thus providing the energy necessary for disruption of DNA intramolecular structures. In general increasing the length of single strands with complementary sequences and/or the size of internal loop of DNA intramolecular structures will result in higher free energy term and higher stability of the duplex products. This study demonstrates the importance of studying thermodynamics of nucleic acid targeting reactions to develop optimal ODN sequences to modulate gene expression.
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